Mr Philip Todhunter
70 Oak hill, Coulby Newham, TS8 0SG
D.O.B. 12/01/1968
Mobile: 07957005276
skafusion@hotmail.co.uk

Experience & Attributes:
I have over 37 years’ experience in programming, operating and maintaining CNC machinery, setting and inspecting CNC tooling, running CNC wood machines, checking tolerances against production drawings and CAD/CAM experience. Currently using Woodwop.  I also have a vast amount of knowledge with the use of Edge bander, Beam Saw, Moulders and Thermal Bonding Presses. I also starrted my working life as a joiner, and I am experienced in many traditional wood machines,
I have the ability to work on my own initiative with or without supervision and cope under pressure. I can also make accurate measurements and follow technical instructions closely, to progress and develop within the role to meet workload demands. I have excellent communication skills and can work within a fast paced production and machine operative environment. I am trustworthy, punctual and very reliable and am willing to take on any challenges given.

Employment history:
BM Bifolding doors.
Middlesbrough.                                                                2019-2020
Duties include, preparing alliminium compontent for the Cnc and running the Cnc machine.

Cardinal Shopfitting.
Bradford.                                                                            2019-2019
Duties include Programming and operating, Homag, 3 axis Cnc,( Wood/wop)softwear.


Whitehall Fabrications Ltd.
Leeds	2004 - 2019
Duties include processing templates, producing approval
drawings and programming for the CNC machinery.


Sheridan Fabrication Ltd
Leeds 	1996 - 2004
Machine Shop Supervisor dealing with production schedules
and running the department

Eurospace Flatpack Furniture
Leeds 	1995 - 1996
Duties included working as a CNC programmer/operator

Wades Reproduction Furniture
Leeds	1989 - 1995
Working as a wood machinist

W. Button and Co.
Leeds	1984 - 1989
Working as a wood machinist

Education
Mount St Mary’s High School
Leeds	1979 – 1984
Qualifications
GCSE English Language	Grade 1
GCSE Maths	Grade 2
CSE Technical Drawing	Grade 3
16+ Art and Design	Grade 2
16+ Building Studies	Grade 2

Additional information: I hold a full clean driving licence and can travel if necessary for the job.
Reference available on request.

